
  

  

 

MAINE FOREST  

          AND LOGGING MUSEUM, INC. 

Find your place in the woods 

How great it was to have all of our events again!  This year saw the return of 

Children’s Days and Living History Days.  We happily welcomed thousands of guests 

to our grounds to experience and enjoy a glimpse into Maine’s past.  All of the photos 

to the left are from this year’s events! 
 

In the spring, Alewife Day opened our season, inviting people to come watch the 

alewives return to Chemo Pond.  Four days of Children’s Days soon followed and 

brought over 1000 people to the Museum, creating memories and inspiration. 
 

In the summer, we ran our Lombard machines—including our steam log hauler, made 

beans and blacksmithed.  Many folks came out to see the old machines run and to 

watch—and try!— demonstrations of the skills used by early settlers. 
 

Our fall festival, Living History Days, was amazing!  Volunteers were eager to bring 

back our very special event.  Re-enactors camped on the grounds.  Lombards plied the 

roads as did two horse-drawn wagon teams.  It truly was like it used to be. 
 

Volunteers are the heart and soul of the Museum.  In addition to the volunteers that 

make our events great are our volunteers that keep the place running.  Our Tuesday 

Crew, our workampers, and the University of Maine Construction Engineering 

Technology students worked on several projects this year, all of which greatly 

improved the experiences our guests had and will have when they visit.   We now have 

a dedicated road for the Lombards to run on and a walking trail that runs along beside 

it.  Our bean stand has been rebuilt.  Our mills have been upgraded with new bits and 

blades.  And work has started on our Donnell Clapboard Mill so that we can bring it 

back to life.  
  

The replacement of our dam has finally begun.  The old structure was failing, so it was 

time.  After much negotiation and planning with all of the interested parties, a design 

was decided and construction was started shortly after Living History Days.  The main 

concern is preserving and enhancing fish passage.  This new dam will do that, and will 

allow us to continue to run our Water-Powered Sawmill. 
 

It has been a busy and productive year, all of it going toward making the Museum a 

dynamic place of learning and living in history.  Key to all of this work—this passion, 

is funding.  We cannot do what we do without the support of our generous community.  

Your donation funds our projects and allows us to improve our event offerings.   Please 

review the 2023 project list on the back page and then send in a donation to help us 

achieve our goals.  Help us keep and grow this magical place for generations to come! 

 

2022 was great!  Help us make 2023 even better. 

2023 Annual Appeal 



Our 2023 Projects 
  

 
➢Donnell Clapboard Restoration 

Restoring the “best known little sawmill in 

North America”.  Donnell’s mill made 

clapboards the way the earlier settlers did: 

splitting them along the grain.   

 

➢Pole Barn Renovation 

Presently being used for storage, we’re 

planning to rework the Pole Barn into a large 

open space, with a wooden floor, that will be 

suitable for demonstrating wood-working and 

fiber arts and for other types of classes and 

gatherings. 

 

➢Lighting for Machinery Hall 
Machinery Hall has many interesting displays—all of which 

would be easier to experience with solar-powered lights. 

➢Maple Sugar House 

A generous donation of maple syruping 

equipment has us in need of a space for it.  

A building appropriate to the time will be 

constructed to house this equipment. 

 

➢Lombard Boiler Rust Mitigation 
Our steam Lombard needs a treatment to 

slow the rust that is forming in the boiler. 

➢New Cedar Shake Roofs for the Pit Saw and Bateau Shelters 
 


